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SUMMARY In this letter, we present a meet-in-the-middle
attack on the 5-round reduced Kuznyechik cipher which has been
recently chosen to be standardized by the Russian federation.
Our attack is based on the differential enumeration approach.
However, the application of the exact approach is not success-
ful on Kuznyechik due to its optimal round diffusion properties.
Accordingly, we adopt an equivalent representation for the last
round where we can efficiently filter ciphertext pairs and launch
the attack in the chosen ciphertext setting. We also utilize par-
tial sequence matching which further reduces the memory and
time complexities. For the 5-round reduced cipher, the 256-bit
master key is recovered with an online time complexity of 2140.3,
a memory complexity of 2153.3, and a data complexity of 2113.
key words: Kuznyechik, Cryptanalysis, Meet-in-the-middle at-
tacks, Differential enumeration, GOST-Grasshopper.

1. Introduction

The Russian Federation has recently published a
project for a new standard for block cipher encryption
algorithm [1]. A draft for this new algorithm was pre-
sented by its designers at CTCrypt 2014 [2]. The new
algorithm, Kuznyechik, (Grasshopper in Russian), is in
the process of being standardized [1] to accompany the
current Russian encryption standard GOST 28147-89
[3]. Fault analysis attacks on Kuznyechik have been
proposed in [4].

The first application of a non standard type of
MitM attacks on AES was due to the work of Demirci
and Selçuk [5] where they showed that if the input to
the distinguisher has only one active byte that takes
all the possible values, then each output byte can be
evaluated as a function of 25 byte parameters which
elevated the memory requirements of the attack. They
also showed that the values of each output byte cor-
responding to the input byte values form an ordered
sequence that can be used as a property to identify the
right key guess. Afterwards, Dunkelman et al. pro-
posed the idea of multisets and differential enumera-
tion [6] to tackle the high memory requirements of the
approach of Demirci and Selçuk. Differential enumer-
ation allows the ordered sequence to be generated by
the knowledge of 16 byte parameters only instead of 24,
which brings down the number of entries of the table
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from 2192 to 2128. Later on, Derbez et al. [7] improved
the attack of Dunkelman et al. by borrowing ideas from
the rebound attack [8] which further brought the num-
ber of required parameters to 10 bytes, thus the number
of entries of the precomputation table is further reduced
to 280. Moreover, a 9-round attack on AES-192 using
a 5-round truncated differential distinguisher was pre-
sented by Li et al. in [9]. Finally, Guo et al. generalized
the attack on Feistel structures in [10].

In this work, we present a MitM attack on
Kuznyechik using the idea of efficient differential enu-
meration. Unlike AES, Kuznyechik employs an op-
timal diffusion transformation applied to the whole
state, where one byte difference results in a full active
state with certainty after one round. Consequently,
we construct a three round distinguisher in our at-
tack to recover 16-bytes of the master key of the re-
duced 5-round cipher. The direct application of the
attack on Kuznyechik requires a time complexity that
exceeds that of the exhaustive search for the 256-bit
key, which is attributed to the optimal round diffusion.
Accordingly, we adopt an equivalent representation of
the last round which allows us to efficiently select ci-
phertext pairs that satisfy the lower half of the differ-
ential path used in the attack with certainty. Hence,
our attack is considered in the chosen ciphertext set-
ting. This modification lowers the time complexity of
the online phase by a factor of 2120 because we eliminate
the probabilistic propagation of the 16 to 1 transition
through the linear transformation from the ciphertext
side. We also present partial sequence matching, by
which we generate, store, and match parts of the or-
dered sequence while maintaining negligible probabil-
ity of error. Indeed, not only we decrease the partially
encrypted/decrypted data during online matching and
thus the overall online time complexity of the attack
is lowered, but this approach also reduces the memory
requirements of the attack.

2. Specification of Kuznyechik

Kuznyechik [1], [2] is an SPN block cipher that operates
on a 128-bit state. The cipher employs a 256-bit key
which is used to generate ten 128-bit round keys. The
encryption procedure updates the 16-byte state by it-
erating the round function for nine rounds. The round
function consists of:
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• SubBytes (S): A nonlinear byte bijective mapping.
• Linear Transformation (L): An optimal diffusion
operation that operates on a 16-byte input and has
a branch number = 17.

• Xor layer (X): Mixes round keys with the encryp-
tion state.

Additionally, an initial XOR layer is applied prior to
the first round. The full encryption function where the
ciphertext C is evaluated from the plaintext P is given
by:

C = (X[K10]◦L◦S)◦· · ·◦(X[K2]◦L◦S)◦X[K1](P )

In our attack, we use an equivalent representation of
the last round function. The representation exploits
the fact that both the linear transformation, L, and
the Xor operation, X, are linear and thus, their order
can be swapped. One has to first Xor the data with an
equivalent round key, then apply the linear transforma-
tion, L, to the result. We evaluate the equivalent round
key after the last round r by EKr+1 = L−1(Kr+1). We
also use the following property of the Sbox:

Property 1. For a given Sbox differential (δx, δy),
the average number of solutions to S(x)⊕S(x⊕δx) = δy
is 1.

For further details regarding the employed Sboxes
and linear transformation and key scheduling process,
the reader is referred to [2]. The following notation is
used throughout the letter:

• xi, yi, zi: The 16-byte state after the X, S, L
operation, respectively, at round i.

• xj
i : The state at round i whose position within a

set or a sequence is given by j.
• xi[j]: The jth byte of the state xi, where j =
0, 1, · · · , 15, and the bytes are indexed from left
to right.

• ∆xi, ∆xi[j]: The difference at state xi, and byte
xi[j], respectively.

The memory complexity of our attack is given in 16-
byte states and the time complexity is evaluated in re-
duced round Kuznyechik encryptions. In the follow-
ing sections, we give a preliminary security analysis of
Kuznyechik and present the details of our MitM attack.

3. Security Analysis of Kuznyechik

The designers of Kuznyechik did not provide any se-
curity analysis of the cipher. Accordingly, we give our
analysis of the cipher against some well known attacks.

3.1 Differential and Linear Cryptanalysis

Since Kuznyechik employs the same Sbox as the Rus-
sian hash function standard Streebog [2], we use the
Sbox properties presented in [11]. The linear transfor-
mation of the cipher has an optimal branch number

of 17. The maximum Sbox differential probability =
8/256 = 2−5. Accordingly, the maximum probability of
a differential characteristic over two rounds is (2−5)17 =
2−85. Also, with an Sbox nonlinearity of 100, there is
no linear approximation over two rounds with an input-
output correlation larger than ((128 − 100)/128)17 ≈
2−37.27. Furthermore, let Nr denote the minimum
number of differentially or linearly active Sboxes for
r rounds, r = 1, · · · , 9. Then, using the mixed inte-
ger linear programming approach proposed in [12], one
can show that Nr = 1, 17, 18, 34, 35, 51, 52, 68, 69, for
r = 1, 2, · · · , 9, respectively. Consequently, given the
block length of 128-bits and by noting the data com-
plexity of differential and linear cryptanalysis, there is
no useful differential or linear characteristic of length
more than three rounds.

3.2 Related-key Cryptanalysis

This attack exploits either the slow diffusion or the
symmetry in the key schedule. The Kuznyechik key
schedule employs a Feistel structure with the same
round function used in the encryption rounds. This
round function is designed to cause fast and nonlinear
diffusion between round keys. Also, eight rounds of pro-
cessing are used between round keys extraction which
makes it infeasible to propagate and maintain a given
relation between keys from two successive extractions.

3.3 Integral Cryptanalysis

Using a set of 28 chosen plaintexts which differ in one
byte that takes all the 28 values and the remaining fif-
teen bytes are equal, results in a zero sum of all 256
cipher states at every byte position after two rounds.
Accordingly, one can recover the third round key by
guessing the key bytes independently, decrypting the
corresponding 256 ciphers, and checking for the zero
sum at the respective position. Once the last round key
is recovered, one can peal this round off and repeat the
attack to recover the key in the round before the last.
The time complexity for recovering the last round key of
the three rounds reduced cipher is 16×28×28 ≈ 220 and
for recovering the whole master key is 221. Extending
the attack to four rounds can be done by guessing the
last round key and then launching the previous attack
on the first three rounds to recover the third round key
which increases the time complexity to 220+128 = 2148.

3.4 Higher Order Differential Cryptanalysis

Since the algebraic degree of the Sbox is 7, then the
degree of two consecutive rounds of the cipher is at most
7 × 7 = 49 and any 50-th (or higher) order derivative
must be 0. One can append an additional round before
these two rounds by choosing 256 plaintext inputs with
seven active Sboxes. The fourth round subkey bytes are
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then recovered independently with a time complexity of
16× 256+8 = 268.

4. A MitM Attack using Differential Enumer-
ation on Kuznyechik

In our analysis we do not exploit specific properties of
the key scheduling algorithm or the employed linear
transformation. Thus our attack is applicable to SPN
ciphers which employ a round function that consists
of a substitution layer followed by an optimal diffu-
sion linear transformation. The presented complexities
are valid for the 128-bit block length and 256-bit key
length version. Generally, our attack divides the re-
duced Kuznyechik block cipher, CK , into three parts,
such that CK = Ck2 ◦Cm◦Ck1 , where C

m is the middle
part of the cipher which exhibits a distinguishing prop-
erty. The employed property is evaluated without the
knowledge of the key bits used in these middle rounds.
Hence, correct round key candidates for k1 and k2 are
checked if they verify this distinguishing property or
not. Our middle distinguisher is a truncated differen-
tial characteristic such that, when a set of input states
from a δ-set [13] is presented as its input, the set of each
byte of the output state forms an ordered sequence.

Definition 1. (δ-set of Kuznyechick) is a set of
256 states where one byte at a particular state takes all
the 28 possible values and the rest of the 15 bytes are
constants.

In our MitM attack, we employ a distinguisher
where the δ-set is presented at their input from the
ciphertext side, thus, after partially decrypting it, we
acquire the corresponding ordered sequence. We de-
note the δ-set at state xi resulting from changing the
byte at position j by δsj , j = 0, 1, · · · , 15, where δsj =
{x0

i , x
1
i , · · · , x255

i }. We also denote the set of 255 differ-
ences at byte xi−r[k] which form the ordered sequence
for an r round distinguisher by osk, k = 0, 1, · · · , 15,
where

osk = {∆1xi−r[k],∆
2xi−r[k], · · · ,∆255xi−r[k]},

and ∆lxi−r[k] = x0
i−r[k]⊕xl

i−r[k], for l = 1, 2, · · · , 255.
The correct ordered sequence osk is evaluated by par-
tially decrypting the 256 bytes which are different in the
δ-set for r rounds. However, we compute all the pos-
sible sequences so that one does not need to know the
key bits involved in this encryption process. because
we simply compute it using all the possible values of
the involved parameters. Our proposed 5-round MitM
attack employs a three round distinguisher. Figure 1
depicts the differential path used in the attack in which
we embed a 1 → 16 → 16 → 1 distinguisher that starts
at x5 and ends at x2. The length of the distinguisher is
restricted by the properties of optimal linear transfor-
mation used in the Kuznyechik round which guaranties
full diffusion in one round. In what follows, we give the

Fig. 1 Differential path used in the 5-round attack.

details of the attack steps.

4.1 Attack Procedure:

The attack recovers the 128-bit first round key K1 and
one byte of EK6 = L−1(K6). The attack is composed
of precomputation and online phases. In the precompu-
tation phase, we iterate on all the values of the param-
eters required for evaluating the ordered sequence, and
for each value, we deduce its corresponding 33 bytes
values which are then used to generate the ordered se-
quence table. The online phase is further divided into
data collection and filtration, and key recovery phases.
In the data collection phase, we collect many pairs such
that one of them satisfies the 5-round differential char-
acteristics given in Figure 1. Finally, In the key recov-
ery phase, for each of the obtained pairs, we guess some
key bits, compute the ordered sequence, and match it
with the ones stored in the precomputed table.

Precomputaion phase: In this phase, we con-
struct a lookup table that contains 2152 ordered se-
quences of the resulting 255 difference,

os0 = {∆1x2[0],∆
2x2[0], · · · ,∆255x2[0]},

from the δs0 = {x0
5, x

1
5, · · · , x255

5 }. As depicted in
Figure 1, our δ-set is the set of states resulting from
changing the first byte at state x5 and is given by:
δs0 = {x0

5, x
1
5, · · · , x255

5 }. The corresponding ordered
sequence:

os0 = {∆1x2[0],∆
2x2[0], ·,∆255x2[0]}

is evaluated by the knowledge of the values of 33 bytes.
More precisely, in addition to δs0, given the values of
16 bytes at y4, 16 bytes at y3 and 1 byte at y2[0], the i

th

element, ∆ix2[0] of the ordered sequence is computed
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as follows:

• Compute ∆ix5[0] = x0
5[0]⊕xi

5[0] from δs0 and com-
pute the value of ∆iy4.

• Using the value of y4 and ∆iy4, pass the substitu-
tion layer with certainty, evaluate ∆ix4 and com-
pute the value of ∆iy3.

• Using the value of y3 and ∆iy3, evaluate ∆
ix3, and

compute ∆iy2[0].
• Using ∆iy2[0] and y2[0], compute ∆ix2[0].

By employing the rebound based differential enumera-
tion technique [7], we deduce that if x0

5 of δs0 belongs
to a pair of messages that follows the differential path
in Figure 1, then the corresponding ordered sequence
os0 can have only 2152 values. Accordingly, a given or-
dered sequence can be computed by the knowledge of
19 byte parameters only. These parameters are ∆x5[0],
y4, y2[0], and ∆y2[0], where ∆x5[0] and ∆y2[0] denote
the differences generated by a conforming message pair.

The procedure for evaluating the 2152 sequences
from these 19 parameters can be summarized as follows:

1. For each of the 2152 possible values of ∆x5[0] ∥ y4 ∥
y2[0] ∥ ∆y2[0], evaluate the values of the 33 bytes
required to compute the ordered sequence, which
are y2[0], y3, and y4 as follows:

• Linearly propagate ∆x5[0] backwards to eval-
uate ∆y4.

• Using ∆y4 and y4, evaluate ∆y3 and compute
∆x3.

• Find x3, such that S(x3)⊕S(x3⊕∆x3) = ∆y3.
According to property 1 in Section 2, not all
the 2152 differentials are possible, but the ones
that are possible results in about 216 solutions
on average so we get one solution on average.

• Evaluate y3 = S(x3).

2. The additional knowledge of the evaluated value
of y3 provides us with the values of the 33 bytes
required to compute the 255 differences ∆lx2[0],
l = 1, 2, · · · , 255, of the ordered sequence as de-
scribed in the previous procedure.

3. Store all the generated sequences in a hash table.

Note that two differences are used at state x5. The
first difference ∆ix5[0] is the difference in the first byte
of the ith x5 state within the delta set, i.e., ∆ix5[0] =
x0
5[0] ⊕ xi

5[0], where i = 1, · · · , 255. The second differ-
ence ∆x5[0] is the difference in the first byte of state x5

that belongs to an input pair which conforms to the dif-
ferential path. In other words, given a pair of conform-
ing inputs with (x5, x

′
5) states, ∆x5[0] = x5[0]⊕ x′

5[0].
Data collection and filtration: In this phase,

we find enough pairs of messages such that one of them
conforms to the truncated differential characteristic in
Figure 1.

1. To get one ciphertext structure, randomly pick the

value of the rightmost fifteen bytes of L−1(C) and
let the first byte take all the possible 256 values.

This structure generates about 28×(28−1)
2 ≈ 215

pairs. This step guaranties that all the correspond-
ing (C,C ′) pairs in the structure conform to the
16 → 1 transition in round 5.

2. Query the decryption oracle for the plaintext pairs
(P, P ′) corresponding to the ciphertext pairs gen-
erated in step 1. These pairs are not necessarily
going to conform to the 16 → 1 transition in round
1, which happens with probability 2−120.

3. Store the 28 plaintexts and their corresponding ci-
phertexts in a hash table.

4. To get one pair of plaintexts (P, P ′) that satisfy the
16 → 1 probabilistic transition, we need to try ap-
proximately 2120 pairs. Since, each structure pro-
vides 215 pairs, one requires about 2105 structures,
and hence the above steps are repeated 2105 times.

All in all, we ask for the decryption of 2105 × 28 = 2113

chosen ciphertexts to get the required 2120 pairs.
Key recovery: For each plaintext pair(Pi, P

′
i )

and their corresponding ciphertext pair (Ci, C
′
i), we de-

duce the possible values of K1 and guess the value of
EK6[0] to compute a candidate ordered sequence as
follows:

1. Guess a value for ∆x2[0], and linearly propagate it
backwards to get the value of ∆y1.

2. Using the fact that ∆x1 = ∆Pi, find the value of
x1 which provides a solution for ∆y1 = S(x1) ⊕
S(x1 ⊕ ∆x1). According to property 1 in section
2, we get one solution on average.

3. Evaluate K1 = Pi ⊕x1. By repeating the previous
two steps for all the possible guesses of ∆x2[0], we
get 28 candidate values for K1.

4. For each candidate of the 28 values of K1 and
for each guess of the 28 guesses of EK6[0], use

Ci to get the rest of the 255 ciphertexts Cj
i for

j = 1, 2, · · · , 255, corresponding to the δs0 gener-
ated by Ci as follows:

• The value of x5[0] which is the first byte of the
first state in δs0 is evaluated as:

x5[0] = S−1(L−1(Ci)[0]⊕ EK6[0]).

• The set of different values of x5[0] in the states
of δs0 has the following structure:

{x5[0], x5[0]⊕∆1, x5[0]⊕∆2, · · · , x5[0]⊕∆255},

and ∆j = j for j = 1, 2, · · · , 255. Ac-
cordingly, we can evaluate the 255 values
of L−1(Cj

i )[0] corresponding to the values of
x5[0]⊕∆j by

L−1(Cj
i )[0] = S(x5[0]⊕∆j)⊕ EK6[0].

• Get the difference ∆jL−1(Ci)[0] = L−1(Cj
i )[0]⊕
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L−1(Ci)[0], and propagate it through the lin-
ear transformation to get the corresponding
difference ∆jCi. Finally, the required 255 val-
ues of Cj

i are evaluated by Cj
i = Ci ⊕∆jCi.

5. Get the 256 plaintexts (Pi, P
1
i , · · · , P 255

i ) corre-
sponding to the ciphertexts generated in the pre-
vious step from the currently stored structure.

6. Using K1, partially encrypt the plaintexts
(Pi, P

1
i , · · · , P 255

i ) to get the 256 values of ∆jx2[0],
which form the ordered sequence os0.

7. Check if there is a match between the computed
os0 and the 2152 ordered sequences stored in the
precomputed table. If there is no match, we dis-
card the candidate K1 and EK6[0] with certainty.

The probability of a wrong key producing a valid 255
byte ordered sequence is given by 2152+120+16−2040 =
2−1752. The memory requirements of the attack is given
by 2152×2040/128 ≈ 2156 128-bit states. The data com-
plexity of the attack is 2113 chosen ciphertexts. The
time complexity of the attack is attributed to the off-
line precomputation phase for constructing the table
and the online phase for recovering the master key.
Thus the off-line time complexity is given by ≈ 2152

and the online time complexity for recovering the first
round key is ≈ 2(120+16+8) × 2/5 ≈ 2143. As it is fairly
complex to deduce any relation between the recovered
K1 and EK6[0] that can aid us in the recovery of K2

so that we can recover the master key, we exhaustively
search for it which does not affect the attack online
complexity significantly.

Partial sequence matching: One can re-
duce the number of encryption/decryption operations
to b < 28, where b denotes the number of differences
stored in the ordered sequence. In other words, since
the probability of error is so small, it can be relaxed
such that we match b bytes of the 28 of the ordered
sequence to identify the right key. More precisely, if we
accept the error probability to be 2−32, which is still
negligible, the required number of bytes, b, is evalu-
ated by 2−32 = 2120+16+152−8b. Hence, it is enough to
match 40 bytes of the ordered sequence Accordingly,
the memory complexity of the attack is reduced to
2152 × (320/128) ≈ 2153.3 states, and the online time
complexity is evaluated by 2120+16×25.3×2/5+2128 ≈
2140.3.

5. Conclusion

In this letter, we have presented a MitM attack on the
new draft of the Russian encryption standard using the
idea of efficient differential enumeration. We have pro-
posed an initial filtration stage which lowers the online
time complexity of the basic approach by a factor of
2120. Instead of trying random data pairs such that
the truncated differential path is satisfied probabilisti-
cally, we carefully compose ciphertext pairs so that the

lower half of the path is conformed to with certainty.
Additionally, we have adopted partial sequence match-
ing, by which we store and match parts of the ordered
sequences while maintaining a negligible probability of
error which reduces both the memory and time com-
plexities of the attack. Our attack on the 5-round re-
duced cipher has a memory complexity of 2153.3, an on-
line time complexity of 2140.3, and a data complexity of
2113 chosen ciphertext. While the proposed attack may
not present direct threat to the security of Kuznyechik,
it is considered a forward step in the public cryptanal-
ysis of this soon to be the new Russian block cipher
standard.
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